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Fashions have done more
harm than revolutions.
-Victor Hugo

Billion in 1
Pregnancy!
by Jon ‘Big O’ Mahan
~ Daily Bull

A woman with nine uteruses (uteri?) has given birth to
nine babies in what is being
called the rarest pregnancy
on record. The woman
was diagnosed with a super rare condition which
has never seen before, in
which she had nine uteruses. Instances of women
having two uteruses have
been recorded, but this
was the first occurance of
having nine. The doctors
told her she could/should
never give birth on account
of the decreased space in
her body to have children.
Well, against their decisions,
she did. And over the
weekend, she gave birth to
nine healthy babies.
The birth has drawn lots
of feedback and criticism.
Many people are calling
it a miracle that she could
have so many babies while
see Ouch on back

Michael Bay to Make Transformers Sequel
Entirely from Stock Film

MTU Freshman Girl

by Michael Lennon ~ Guest Writer

Following Michael Bay ’s success
with big budget films, there will be
a new addition to the Transformers Movie franchise. Michael
Bay promises
to be using
the techniques
he pioneered
in ‘Transformers 3’, namely recycled
footage from
‘The Island’.

ing the movie Avatar as an analogy.
‘Transformers 4: Dark Parts of the Sun’
promises to have less than 12 minutes
of newly filmed
footage, some
of which will
be plot related
--the rest will
be recycled
action/explosion sequences from ‘Badboys 2’, ‘Armageddon’, and
‘Myth Busters’.
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ing a lawsuit
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have reused
for obvious
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some are saying her food, housing, and babysitting bills should all be taken care of because of the uniqueness
of this case. Others are saying she’s an irresponsible person for allowing herself to get pregnant. In any case,
however, octomom has been dethroned.

acter and laughable antics serve to break the flow of what could be
a good storyline. Michael Bay explained that: “What may appear to be
tolerated racism in the guise of comedic relief is really a statement for
the unspoken distress of minorities in our country; just like Avatar. BeanBot said it best with ‘Dry beans and tough nuts!’ Also, I made ‘Avatar.’”

“It’s kind of amazing when you think about it. I mean, I got told ‘you should stop this, you shouldn’t have these
babies,’ but I
was like, no, I’m
going to have
these babies.
Besides, they
make a nice
Easter
basket.” None of
the
babies
are completely
related to one
another, as it’s
impossible
for the egg to
go back up
into
another
uterus,
but
the mother is
just as happy
with the way
they are, nine
separate little
buggers making a racket in
her
house.
She’s already
making plans for the Tonight Show, Conan O’Brien, and various other late night programs to talk about her kids.
Many have asked if she’s going to go for another set. “No, I don’t think so. After all, I already have more kids
than three average families combined. Although it would be interesting for sure, but I’m not trying for any more
records,” said the mother, as she quickly raced back to take care of her noisy ruckus makers. The mother is
expected to spend the next 9 months effectively shackled to her home trying to take care of her children.
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For a list of all this weeks
greek rushes, please visit:
www.involvement.mtu.edu
and search IFC

We always accept guest articles!
Write for us or Hitmonchan will go all
Cassius Clay on you.

He will also be re-editing footage from ‘Transformers 2: Revenge of the
Fallen’ to supplement his upcoming deep sea exploration documentary
which will show the existence of undiscovered sea life and Megatron.

We hear that this is an exclusive still from the upcoming Transformers 4 trailer!

